Introduction {#s1}
============

Cetaceans include the largest animals ever to live, including the Blue Whale (*Balaenoptera musculus*), which is nearly 30 times larger than an African elephant and twice as large as the largest sauropod. However, the reasons for their enormous sizes or the possibility of still larger animals remains unclear. A deeper understanding of the evolutionary mechanisms shaping cetacean sizes would shed light on the role of energetic constraints in limiting species sizes [@pone.0053967-McNab1], and the interaction of macroecological patterns [@pone.0053967-Brown1] and macroevolutionary processes [@pone.0053967-Stanley1] in the oceans. It may also shed light on how long-term trends in species mass [@pone.0053967-Alroy1], [@pone.0053967-Alroy2], e.g., Cope's rule, the empirically observed tendency for species masses to increase within a lineage over evolutionary time [@pone.0053967-Stanley2], [@pone.0053967-Alroy3], operate in marine environments.

Many major animal clades, including mammals, birds, fish and insects, seem to exhibit a canonical pattern in the distribution of species masses [@pone.0053967-Stanley2], [@pone.0053967-Kozlowski1]--[@pone.0053967-Clauset1]. For example, the most common size of a terrestrial mammal is roughly 40 *g* (common Pacific Rat, *Rattus exulans*). Both larger and smaller species are much less common, but asymmetrically so: the largest species, like the extinct Imperial Mammoth (*Mammuthus imperator*, 10^7^ *g*), are orders of magnitude larger, while the smallest, like Remy's Pygmy Shrew (*Suncus remyi*, 2 *g*), are only a little smaller ([Fig. 1](#pone-0053967-g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Terrestrial and fully aquatic mammal species mass distributions.\
Both show the canonical asymmetric pattern: the median size is flanked by a short left-tail down to a minimum viable size and a long right-tail out to a few extremely large species.](pone.0053967.g001){#pone-0053967-g001}

Both the precise shape and the origins of this ubiquitous pattern have long been a topic of ecological [@pone.0053967-Smith1] and evolutionary [@pone.0053967-Stanley1], [@pone.0053967-McShea1] interest. Recently, this pattern was shown to be a long-term evolutionary consequence when a minimum viable body size, e.g., from physiological or thermoregulatory limits [@pone.0053967-Ahlborn1], constrains a macroevolutionary tradeoff between short-term selective advantages [@pone.0053967-Brown1] and long-term extinction risks from increased species size [@pone.0053967-Clauset1], [@pone.0053967-Clauset2] ([Fig. 2a](#pone-0053967-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Early versions of this model [@pone.0053967-Stanley1], [@pone.0053967-McShea1] demonstrated that species size evolution in the presence of a fixed lower limit produces right-skewed distributions that are qualitatively similar to the empirical pattern. However, these models also predict an unending increase in the size of the largest species, without necessarily adding new species. The key missing mechanism is extinction risk, which empirically tends to increase with species body size [@pone.0053967-Liow1], [@pone.0053967-Davidson1] and thereby limit the number and size of large species. In this way, the characteristic pattern in species sizes can be explained from simple macroevolutionary mechanisms: speciation, variation, extinction and a physiological minimum size.

![Characteristic species size pattern and cladogenetic diffusion model.\
(A) The characteristic distribution of species body sizes, observed in most major animal groups. Macroevolutionary tradeoffs between short-term selective advantages and long-term extinction risks, constrained by a minimum viable size , produce the distribution's long right-tail. (B) Schematic illustrating the cladogenetic diffusion model of species body-size evolution: a descendant species' mass is related to its ancestor's size *M* by a random multiplicative factor . Species become extinct with a probability that grows slowly with *M*.](pone.0053967.g002){#pone-0053967-g002}

Historically, the main alternative explanation assumed the existence of a taxon-specific energetically optimal body size [@pone.0053967-Lomolino1]--[@pone.0053967-Brown2]. At this size, species maximize their "reproductive power," i.e., the rate at which they convert environmental resources into offspring. Dispersion away from this optimum size was interpreted as evidence of interspecific competition. However, this theory remains controversial and, among other reasons [@pone.0053967-Kozlowski1], contradicts strong evidence from the fossil record in the form of Cope's rule, a general statistical tendency for descendant species to be larger than their ancestors [@pone.0053967-Alroy3], [@pone.0053967-Clauset1], and the fact that most species are not close to their group's predicted optimal size.

Although the macroevolutionary tradeoff hypothesis has been quantitatively tested for extant terrestrial mammals [@pone.0053967-Clauset1] and birds [@pone.0053967-Clauset3], and its temporal dynamics have been shown to agree with the expansion of terrestrial mammals in the late Cretaceous and early Paleogene [@pone.0053967-Clauset2], it remains unknown precisely how general this hypothesis is. For instance, it is unknown whether it holds for subclades of Mammalia, for fully aquatic mammals (which have typically been omitted from previous analyses), for ectothermic species, etc.

We resolve several of these questions by testing the tradeoff theory's ability to explain the observed body size distribution of cetaceans, the largest and most diverse marine mammal clade. Cetaceans are an ideal test case for the theory. First, Cetacea is a sufficiently speciose clade (77 extant species) to allow a quantitative comparison of predicted and observed distributions. Sirenia, the only other fully aquatic mammal clade, contains four extant species, which is too small for a productive comparison. Second, semiaquatic groups like Pinnipeds (seals and walruses) and Mustelids (otters) cannot be used to test the theory because they spend significant time on land, thus avoiding the hard thermoregulatory constraint assumed by the theory. Thus, by focusing on cetaceans, we provide a reasonable test of the theory. Third, fully aquatic mammals like cetaceans have typically been omitted in past studies because their marine habitat induces a different lower limit on mass than is seen in terrestrial mammals. As a result, it remains unknown whether the theory extends to all mammals, or only those in terrestrial environments. Finally, cetacean body masses do indeed exhibit the canonical right-skewed pattern ([Fig. 1](#pone-0053967-g001){ref-type="fig"}): the median size (356 kg, *Tursiops truncatus*) is close to the smallest (37.5 *kg*, *Pontoporia blainvillei*) but far from the largest (175,000 kg). This suggests that the theory may indeed hold for them.

Here, we test the strongest possible form of the macroevolutionary tradeoff theory for cetacean sizes. Instead of estimating model parameters from cetacean data, we combine parameters estimated from terrestrial mammals with a theoretically determined choice for the lower limit on cetacean species body mass. The resulting model has no tunable parameters by which to adjust its predicted distribution. In this way, we answer the question of how large a whale should be: if the predicted distribution agrees with the observed sizes, the same short-term versus long-term tradeoff that determines the sizes of terrestrial mammals also determines the sizes of whales.

We find that this zero-parameter model provides a highly accurate prediction of cetacean sizes. Thus, a single universal tradeoff mechanism appears to explain the body sizes of all mammal species, but this mechanism must obey the thermoregulatory limits imposed by the environment in which it unfolds. It is this one difference--thermoregulation in air for terrestrial mammals and in water for aquatic mammals--that explains the different locations of their respective body size distributions. Energetic constraints, while a popular historical explanation for sizes, seem to be only part of the puzzle for understanding the distribution of species sizes. Under this macroevolutionary mechanism, the size of the largest observed species is set by the tradeoff between the extinction probability at large sizes and the rate at which smaller species evolve to larger body masses, both of which may depend partly on energetic and ecological factors.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Following Clauset and Erwin [@pone.0053967-Clauset1], we model the tradeoff hypothesis as constrained cladogenetic diffusion, which includes only simple stochastic processes like speciation, extinction, size variation, and a minimum viable size. Deviations between this null model and the observed sizes of species can be interpreted as the effects of processes omitted from the model, e.g., interspecific competition, environmental effects, etc. We then compare this model's predictions to the observed sizes of all extant cetacean species.

A Neutral Model of Species Body Sizes {#s2a}
-------------------------------------

Under the constrained diffusion model, a species of mass *M* produces descendant species with masses ([Fig. 2b](#pone-0053967-g002){ref-type="fig"}), where is a random variable summarizing the contributions from all sources of short-term selective effects on size [@pone.0053967-Stanley2], [@pone.0053967-McShea1], including environmental gradients, interspecific competition and resource acquisition. For each speciation event, a new is drawn independently from a fixed distribution . The interpretation of this model for variation in size down a lineage is that size-related short-term selection effects are uncorrelated across the clade. As a result, the distribution of sizes within the clade will evolve according to a diffusion process, and the trajectory of any particular lineage follows a kind of random walk [@pone.0053967-Raup1], [@pone.0053967-Hunt1]. If the average size change between ancestors and descendants within a lineage is biased toward larger sizes (Cope's rule), we have [@pone.0053967-Alroy3]. Anagenetic variation, or size variation between speciation events, need not be modeled separately as its impact may be absorbed into the that describes the variation at the speciation event.

However, species may not take any size and thus the diffusion process is constrained. On the upper end, the probability of species extinction rises gently with increasing size [@pone.0053967-Liow1], [@pone.0053967-Davidson1]. This size-dependency for extinction compactly summarize the systematic contributions from all sources to the overall extinction risk of larger-sized species, including larger energetic requirements [@pone.0053967-McNab1], smaller species abundance [@pone.0053967-White1], and longer generational times [@pone.0053967-Martin1]. The net effect is a soft upper limit on species sizes, rather than a hard upper limit like those derived from energetic constraints alone [@pone.0053967-McNab1]. Given a particular extinction risk curve, the number and size of the very largest species is determined by a macroevolutionary balance between the upward "pressure" of smaller-sized lineages migrating into the larger size ranges [@pone.0053967-VanValkenburgh1] and the downward extinction pressure of the increased extinction risk at those sizes.

On the lower end, endothermy imposes a minimum viable mass--a hard lower limit--that prohibits evolution toward ever smaller sizes. For terrestrial mammals and birds, this thermoregulatory minimum size is known to occur at roughly [@pone.0053967-Ahlborn1], [@pone.0053967-Pearson1], [@pone.0053967-West1], below which a species' convective heat loss in air is too high to maintain its internal temperature.

To extract a precise prediction of the species size distribution, we use a convection-diffusion-reaction formalization of the tradeoff theory [@pone.0053967-Clauset2], [@pone.0053967-Clauset3], which replaces the stochastic behavior of individual species and their lineages with a deterministic model of the relative density (fraction) of species at a given size. For analytic simplicity, we let the distribution of size changes follow a log-normal distribution with parameters and , an assumption that is consistent with fossil data [@pone.0053967-Clauset1].

Let denote the density of species having mass at time *t*. Under mild assumptions, the value obeys the convection-diffusion-reaction equation in the continuum limit [@pone.0053967-Berg1], [@pone.0053967-Krapivsky1]:where is the bias or average change in size from ancestor to descendent and is the diffusion coefficient or the variance in size change. The expression is the size-independent (background) net speciation rate, which sets the absolute scale of the mass frequencies, and *B* determines the strength and direction of a linear increase in extinction risk with the logarithm of species size.

In this model, the upper and lower size constraints guarantee the existence of a steady state distribution. To solve for its shape, we change variables , , and , and require that the distribution go to zero at . It can then be shown [@pone.0053967-Clauset2], [@pone.0053967-Clauset3] that the steady-state distribution of sizes *x* iswhere is the Airy function and is the location of its first zero. The shape of this curve is fully determined by three model parameters: , the normalized strength of Cope's rule, , the normalized size-dependence of extinction risk, and , the logarithm of the minimum viable body size. To compare the sizes predicted by these macroevolutionary processes with those observed in real species, we must only choose values for the model parameters.

For terrestrial mammals, estimates for and have previously been derived from fossil and extant data. The resulting size distribution accurately reproduces both the extant sizes of terrestrial mammals [@pone.0053967-Clauset1] and their expansion during the late Cretaceous and early Paleogene [@pone.0053967-Clauset2], [@pone.0053967-Wilson1]. Removing either the size-dependence of extinction risk or the minimum viable size produces unrealistic predictions [@pone.0053967-Clauset1].

The pelagic environments inhabited by cetaceans, however, impose distinct physiological, ecological and evolutionary challenges for endothermic mammals, and these are not reflected in the terrestrial model. One critical difference is the greater convective heat loss in water, which raises the minimum size of a competent aquatic endotherm. Thermoregulatory calculations and empirical data agree that this minimum size is roughly [@pone.0053967-Ahlborn1], [@pone.0053967-Downhower1], [@pone.0053967-Ahlborn2], about 3500 times larger than the minimum size imposed by thermoregulation in air.

Testing the Tradeoff Hypothesis {#s2b}
-------------------------------

A strong form of the macroevolutionary tradeoff hypothesis is to allow to vary based on whether a species lives on land or in water, but to assume universal values for and , i.e., values that hold regardless of habitat. By using estimates of and derived from terrestrial mammals alone, the model makes a prediction with no tunable parameters by which to adjust its fit to the observed cetacean sizes. This *ex ante* prediction either matches the data or it does not.

To test the prediction, we constructed a novel body size data set covering all 77 extant cetacean species, from 183 empirical size estimates [@pone.0053967-Long1]--[@pone.0053967-Borsa1]. Only plausibly independent, scientifically derived estimates were included. Mass ranges were converted to point estimates by taking their midpoint, unless a mean value was also provided. Subsequently, the mean value of all point estimates for a given species was used; this yielded an average of 2.4 measurements per species. [Table S1](#pone.0053967.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} gives the mass estimates, primary source(s) and data curation comments.

We then evaluate the prediction's accuracy in two ways. First, we construct a classic hypothesis test for this "zero parameter" prediction. Such a test assumes observations are generated by independent draws from a fixed distribution, when in fact real species sizes are correlated due to shared evolutionary history. As a result, the hypothesis test is inherently conservative. Failure to reject the null model would indicate strong support for the tradeoff theory and that deviations between the predicted and observed size distributions are not statistically significant. Second, we consider whether the largest observed species, the Blue Whale, is statistically unlikely under the model. Failure to reject the hypothesis here indicates strong support for the number and size of very large species being set primarily by the macroevolutionary tradeoff, rather than by energetics alone.

Results {#s3}
=======

Previous analyses of terrestrial mammal data [@pone.0053967-Clauset2], [@pone.0053967-Clauset3] yielded , a slight tendency toward larger sizes within a lineage (Cope's rule), and , a weak tendency for extinction to increase with body size. Using these values and setting for fully aquatic species [@pone.0053967-Downhower1] completes the model parameterization under Eq. (2).

[Figure 3](#pone-0053967-g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the predicted and observed distributions. The predicted model's statistical plausibility is determined by a standard two-tailed Kolmogorov-Smirnov hypothesis test, evaluated numerically. This produces a *p*-value of , which exceeds the conventional threshold for rejecting the null hypothesis. This indicates that the distribution of observed masses for cetacean species are statistically indistinguishable from the masses predicted by the model. As a control on the statistical uncertainty in the values of and , we conduct a second test in which we add a small amount of Normally distributed noise to these parameter values and recompute via Monte Carlo. This yields a slightly lower but still non-significant .

![Comparison of data and model predictions.\
(A) *Ex ante* predicted cetacean sizes, from a cladogenetic model fitted to terrestrial mammals but with a pelagic (see text), and empirical sizes of 77 extant cetacean species, as complementary cumulative distributions and as (B) smoothed probability densities.](pone.0053967.g003){#pone-0053967-g003}

We now consider whether the size of the largest observed cetacean species should be considered a statistical outlier under the model. The probability of observing at least one species with size at least as large as the Blue Whale at was computed as where is the portion of the predicted distribution below (the cdf) and is the number of iid observations (extant species) drawn from . Taking fixed parameters yields , while simulating statistical uncertainty via Monte Carlo (as above) yields , which is consistent with the fixed-parameter result.

These results imply that the observed sizes of whales are precisely what we would expect under a universal macroevolutionary tradeoff between short-term selective advantages and long-term extinction risks for increased size, unfolding under a constraint imposed by an environmentally-determined minimum viable size. This holds even for the enormous size of the Blue Whale, which is not statistically unlikely under this model. In fact, a species somewhat larger than the Blue Whale would also not be statistically unlikely, although no such species is known to have existed. Mathematically, the expected maximum size lies at , the solution to the equation . Using our cetacean model, we find this value to be roughly , or about 3.7 times larger than the Blue Whale.

As a robustness check on our results, we test the assumption that takes a universal value for all mammals. Specifically, we hold fixed at the terrestrial value and estimate by fitting Eq. (2) to the observed cetacean sizes. This procedure yields , which is close to the terrestrial mammal value of [@pone.0053967-Clauset2], [@pone.0053967-Clauset3] and supports our assumption of a universal extinction risk curve for mammalian evolution. Furthermore, using this fitted value in the cetacean model, instead of the terrestrial value, would only reduce the statistical differences between the model and the data, and thus would not change our overall results. A similar check on the universality of cannot be conducted at this time. The value of is most reliably estimated from comprehensive data on fossil species sizes [@pone.0053967-Clauset3], which is not currently available for cetaceans.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

It is remarkable that the predicted distribution, which has no tunable parameters, is statistically indistinguishable from the observed sizes of cetaceans. Rarely in biological systems are the predictions of mathematical models so unambiguous and rarely are they upheld so clearly when compared to empirical data. This result thus strongly supports the hypothesis that both terrestrial and aquatic mammal sizes are shaped by a single universal macroevolutionary tradeoff between short-term advantages and long-term extinction risks of increased size, but which is constrained by a habitat-specific lower limit on size.

The only difference between our terrestrial and aquatic mammal tradeoff models is a larger minimum size for cetaceans, due greater convective heat loss in water. The macroevolutionary consequence is to shift upward the entire canonical species size distribution, pushing its right tail out into size ranges inaccessible to terrestrial mammals and producing giants like the Blue Whale. In this way we answer our motivating question of how large should whales be: they are as a group exactly as large as we should expect for mammals evolving under the thermoregulatory constraint of fully aquatic life. And, if we were given the first archaeocete's size, species counts over geological time and the model diffusion rate, the model would allow us to predict when a species of a given size should first have appeared.

The lower limit on size for a fully aquatic species would also have played a significant role over the long history of the Mammalia clade. From their emergence roughly 210 Ma to roughly 60 Ma, mammals were typically small-bodied [@pone.0053967-Luo1], with few or no species exceeding for pelagic niches. Thus, aquatic lifestyles and the enormous body sizes associated with them would have been effectively inaccessible. In short, whales could not have evolved during this period. It was only in the late Cretaceous and early Paleogene, when the terrestrial mammal size distribution began expanding [@pone.0053967-Clauset2], [@pone.0053967-Wilson1] that there were sufficient numbers of species above the threshold for a transition into pelagic habitats to be possible.

It is interesting to note that almost immediately after the terrestrial size distribution extended beyond the pelagic minimum, mammals did indeed invaded the oceans. This coincidence suggests a kind of body-size mediated ecological release, in which the expansion of the species size distribution enabled a dramatic and qualitative change in the large-scale occupation of ecological niches. For this reason, the historical timing of when mammals returned to the oceans is explained by the timing of late Cretaceous and early Paleogene expansion relative to the particular size required for a fully aquatic lifestyle.

On the upper end of sizes, some past work has considered the possibility of maximum species sizes due to energetic constraints [@pone.0053967-McNab1], [@pone.0053967-Ahlborn1]. For instance, in the case of powered flight, decreasing metabolic power per unit mass effectively makes it difficult for birds above to generate sufficient power for flapping flight [@pone.0053967-Ahlborn1]. Of course, flightless birds like the ostrich (at roughly ) have circumvented this constraint by abandoning flight altogether. In the case of cetaceans, recent work suggests a similar decreasing power delivery per unit mass during lunge feeding in large mysticetes [@pone.0053967-Goldbogen1], [@pone.0053967-Potvin1]. This tendency suggests a maximum species size caused by the increased difficulty faced by very large whales in satisfying their energetic requirements. In principle, however, whales may be able to circumvent this limit by changing their feeding behavior or food source [@pone.0053967-Potvin1].

Although it is reasonable to argue that whales cannot evolve to arbitrarily large sizes, it remains unclear whether a genuine maximum size from energetic constraints is low enough to impact the observed distribution of sizes. Our results suggest that there is no statistical evidence for such a limit in the vicinity of the Blue Whale's mass at , as we achieve statistical indistinguishability without an explicit limit. In fact, a slightly larger species would also not be statistically unlikely under the model, suggesting that the Blue Whale's size may arise more from its particular energetically-suboptimal lunging strategy [@pone.0053967-Potvin1] than from a fundamental limit on all possible cetaceans.

The macroevolutionary tradeoff theory does produce a general upper limit on size: the largest observed species occurs at a size close to where the net speciation rate effectively falls to zero, which is a finite value for any finite-sized clade. With fixed by the environment, the precise location of this point depends on the rate at which smaller-bodied species evolve to larger sizes (captured by the model parameter ), the rate at which extinction eliminates them (captured by ), and evolutionary fluctuations. This type of macroevolutionary turnover at the largest sizes is known to have occurred repeatedly in North American canids [@pone.0053967-VanValkenburgh1]. The tradeoff theory implies that the pattern is ubiquitous, and should also occur in cetaceans.

At the macroevolutionary level of analysis considered here, the effects of energetics, population size, generation time, interspecific competition, morphology, geography, climate, etc. are all implicitly captured by the structure and parameters of the diffusion and extinction processes. The highly abstract nature of this theory does not undermine the importance of these factors for explaining the sizes of specific species in specific environments. It merely implies that across the clade and across large spatial and temporal scales, these factors collectively exert gentle macroevolutionary pressures that can be compactly summarized by a constrained diffusion model. For investigating species sizes within specific clades, the tradeoff hypothesis should be viewed as a kind of "neutral" model. Statistically significant deviations imply the presence of non-neutral evolutionary or ecological processes. In the same way, changes in model parameter values over deep time may indicate broad-scale, non-stationary processes like climate change or clade-level ecological competition, as between mammals and dinosaurs prior to the K-Pg event.

In closing, we point out that this tradeoff between short-term advantages and long-term risks for increased size is entirely general. To date, however, it has only be tested on endotherms like mammals and birds. If the theory also holds for other major clades, such as aquatic tetrapod groups like icthyosaurs, plesiosaurs and turtles, groups like dinosaurs, fish and foraminifera, or subclades within these groups, it would have major implications for our understanding of macroevolution. A broad examination of minimum viable sizes and size-dependent extinction risks across groups and geologic time would thus better elucidate the role of these mechanisms in shaping the trajectory of species sizes throughout the history of life.
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